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Re: Comments on FDA’s Tobacco Operations 
 
Dear Ms Silvis:  

 Washington Legal Foundation (WLF) appreciates the opportunity to submit these 
comments to the Stakeholder Portal for the Foundation’s Operational Evaluation of 
FDA’s Tobacco Program. Our comments focus on three specific Center for Tobacco 
Products operations. 
 
Regulations and Guidance 
 

The Tobacco Control Act told FDA to pursue tobacco harm reduction. FDA’s 
regulatory actions before the TCA’s 2009 passage—including a Supreme Court-
invalidated attempt to categorize cigarettes as a medical device—appeared to embrace 
anti-tobacco activists’ goal of outlawing tobacco products. Congress rejected prohibition 
in favor of the more realistic harm-reduction approach. FDA’s Center for Tobacco 
Products, however, has failed to achieve its mission because the agency’s paternalistic 
regulate-to-eliminate convictions continue to have a disproportionate influence over 
policy and decisions.  
 

Even before FDA determined that all ENDS products fell under the TCA’s 
approval regime, states and localities limited the sale of vaping devices and other smoke-
free products. FDA remained mute as other regulators targeted what was supposed to be 
the centerpiece of the federal harm-reduction effort. Once ENDS producers could finally 
file applications, CTP imposed unworkable, constantly shifting review standards. It 
refused to abide by 180-day statutory decision deadlines. It invented a “fatal flaw” 
approach to sweep away millions of applications. And by approving only tobacco-
flavored products, CTP has imposed an extra-statutory de facto ban on flavors.    
 

Instead of advancing harm reduction through ENDS approvals, the agency will 
pour resources into such massive undertakings as banning menthol cigarettes and 
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flavored cigars, as well as capping nicotine in combustible products. These prohibitionist 
programs will languish for years in litigation and, even if implemented, will at most force 
already marginalized consumers to rely on dangerous black-market products.  
 

The Foundation’s review should examine anti-tobacco activists’ enduring 
influence over FDA policy and how sympathetic CTP staff have forced the FDA away 
from achievable harm-reduction goals and towards fanciful regulatory proposals aimed at 
ending tobacco use. 
 
Application Review 
 

When reviewing PMTAs, FDA has not consistently complied with the TCA, the 
Administrative Procedure Act, and the principles of fair notice and due process 
guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution.  
 

CTP’s ill preparation for the avalanche of applications does not excuse its failure 
to act within the TCA’s 180-day timeframe. Businesses whose applications languish in 
the queue have frozen their R&D and must rely on FDA’s benevolent prosecutorial 
discretion to keep their products on the market. One producer, Turning Point Brands, 
whose federal-court petition for review forced CTP to withdraw its marketing denial and 
agree to reconsider the PMTA in October 2021, remains in limbo as CTP has not issued a 
new decision. 
 

The arbitrary and capricious way CTP utilizes its review authority, as it did with 
Turning Point Brands, exposes FDA to legal challenges. In Turning Point’s case, the 
company argued that the data CTP claims was lacking was in fact in the record. JUUL 
Labs makes the same argument in its request for supervisory review. Prior to reviewing 
applications, CTP said marketing and access restriction plans were “necessary,” but later 
refused to consider them in PMTAs for flavored ENDS. The Center also initially told 
applicants that it “does not expect” to require long-term studies, but then denied 
thousands of PMTAs for the fatal flaw of not presenting such studies. The constant 
shifting of guidance and reliance on interim documents and even rescinded memos 
deprives applicants of fair notice and will deter future ENDS manufacturers from seeking 
approval of new products. Federal judges are paying attention. As one stated, “Kafka 
would have understood the FDA all too well.” 
 

The Foundation should focus on CTP’s deeply flawed review process and stress 
to FDA that continued disdain for statutory requirements will leave tobacco customers 
with fewer, if any, attractive combustible tobacco alternatives. 
 
Communication with the Public and Other Stakeholders 
 

FDA must change how it communicates with the public about the continuum of 
risk for nicotine and CTP’s marketing decisions. 
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FDA acknowledges that not all nicotine products are equally harmful. The agency 
has also stated that it’s the “toxic mix of chemicals” released when tobacco is heated—
not nicotine—that “cause[s] the serious health effects among [tobacco users].” But in its 
messaging about youth tobacco use, especially vaping, and through its silence in the face 
of activists’ and politicians’ false or misleading statements, FDA furthers the public 
impression that all products are equally dangerous.  
 

FDA youth anti-vaping campaigns that demonize ENDS products and nicotine are 
just as likely to be viewed by those over 21 as by the underaged. Compounding that, FDA 
devotes no resources to educating adults on relative risks of combustible versus smoke-
free products. As a result, large majorities of polled adults believe ENDS are as—or 
more—harmful than cigarettes. FDA could at least correct the public record when 
prohibitionist NGOs and politicians feed the public with junk science and half-truths. 
Instead, the Acting FDA Commissioner targeted specific ENDS producers and blamed 
them for a “youth vaping epidemic” before an anti-tobacco House oversight panel. 
 

FDA must also take greater care in how it communicates PMTA outcomes. Other 
ENDS producers with pending applications and future applicants, not to mention retailers 
and consumers, are paying close attention. FDA must ensure that applicants and the 
public learn of CTP decisions from the agency, not, as happened with JUUL and its 
PMTA, in a newspaper the day prior due to a calculated leak. Nor should FDA accuse a 
rejected applicant of contributing to a rise in youth vaping in a press release if CTP didn’t 
formally cite youth use as a reason for the marketing denial. 
 

The Foundation must demand that FDA communicate facts in a neutral manner 
and be a science-first voice of reason. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Glenn G. Lammi 
Executive Director and Vice President of Legal Studies 


